Would you like your daily newspaper or favorite book to be read aloud by naturally sounding voices within a matter of seconds? Are you searching for a stylish device that scans and reads printed documents just at the press of a button?

The Optelec ClearReader brings portability, simplicity and a sleek design to text-to-speech and OCR reading and scanning devices.

Rediscover the joy of reading anytime and anywhere. Within a few seconds, the ClearReader+ scans any magazine articles and reads them to you in naturally sounding voices.
Overview of the Optelec ClearReader+

- The ClearReader+ is designed for simplicity. Its buttons are easy to operate and have distinctive shapes.
- The ClearReader+ offers a broad variety of high quality male and female reading voices in 31 different languages.
- With the ClearReader+ you have the option to save your post or articles for later reference. You can archive single and multiple page documents and access them when needed.
- Benefit from the portable design and integrated battery by using the ClearReader+ anywhere in your home. Move the unit around easily by using the convenient foldable carrying handle.
- The design has an HDMI port for connecting to an external monitor – which does not come with the purchase – and is a lightweight 5.4lbs.
- Your purchase comes with 2-Year Warranty

The Chicago Lighthouse Retail Store

1-800-919-3375

www.lighthousetoolsforliving.com

- ClearReader+ Basic: $1885.00 + 2.25% Tax
  o No battery integrated for portability, no text magnification, no document saving
- ClearReader+: $2095.00 + 2.25% Tax
  o Allows for portability with battery as well as document saving and text magnification for reading along on an external monitor
- ClearReader+ Advanced: $2360.00 + 2.25% Tax
  o Allows for portability with an integrated battery as well as document saving, easy document navigation, and magnification of documents and scanned text

$35 Shipping & Handling